Abstract
proposal 3 which may contain some brackets -in particular regarding the 'triggering mechanism' for the exercise of jurisdiction by the Court -but the decision in principle seems to be made. In such a situation, it appears that any further discussion would go 'behind Rome' or, even worse, 'behind Nuremberg'. 4 Going back behind Rome, however, would imply a denial of the success story of the International Criminal Court. In other words, criticizing the foundational decision to include the crime of aggression in the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court catapults the critics into the pre-1998 wilderness, at the fringe next to the sceptics of international criminal law, or even international law altogether. 'Now or never' appears to be the slogan of the day.
And yet there is something artificial in this consensus. When I presented the following conclusions -at first informally in a discussion statement from the floor at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law, later at an international law conference in South Tyrol and at the annual meeting of the German Working Group on International Criminal Law in Lausanne this summer -the reaction of the audience was astonishingly positive. Remarks such as 'I was against it from the beginning' or 'the crime of aggression could ruin the Court', were made, if more in private than in public; and the sweeping enthusiasm of the ASIL meeting ('trust the Court', 'talk to your government', 'the members of the working groups did all agree') gave way to balanced and thoughtful arguments over the pros and cons of ICC jurisdiction.
It is in this spirit I offer the following criticism. Let me clarify from the outset that I do not intend to reopen the Nuremberg question whether the crime against peace is part of contemporary international law. As the House of Lords has recently stated in Jones, waging aggressive war is a crime under existing international law. 5 Numerous authoritative statements support this conclusion, from General Assembly and Security Council resolutions to statements of the International Law Commission and the Rome Statute itself, which leaves open the definition of the crime but not the criminality of aggression as such. But this does not necessarily imply that the International Criminal Court should be entrusted, at this particular juncture, with jurisdiction over the crime of aggression, and even less that the proposal of the Working Group should be regarded as fait accompli. Report of the Special Working Group, supra note 2, at 11-13. Thus, this contribution is intended as an invitation to serious debate on the proposal, a debate which needs to include, in the opinion of the present writer, the political context -both with regard to the situation of the ICC itself and with regard to the state of general international law on the prohibition on the use of force in general. Only when the result of that discussion is that a regulation of the crime of aggression is positive for the development of international law as a whole, should the crime be included in the Rome Statute. In a world full of unintended consequences, such debate is indispensable when the very foundations of the international legal (un)order are at stake. The prohibition on the use of force and the establishment of the Charter system of collective security constitute the cornerstones of the international system after World War II, whereas international criminal law may be the signature legal advance after the fall of the Berlin wall. This debate should not be limited to the usual circles of international criminal lawyers, but needs to include the college of international lawyers and the international public at large.
A Critique of the Working Group Definition
The present critique will centre on the proposal on the Crime of Aggression by the Special Working Group of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute 6 in preparation for the 2010 Statute Review Conference in Kampala. First, we will look at the definition of the crime of aggression as proposed by the Working Group, which relies heavily on the 1974 General Assembly Definition of Aggression, 7 but adds qualifiers regarding the leadership character of the crime and the 'manifest' character of its violation. Secondly, we will deal with the repercussions of the definition of the crime of aggression on the prohibition on the use of force. Thirdly, we will discuss the trigger mechanism(s) of proposed Article 13bis, in particular with regard to the relationship between the Security Council and the Prosecutor of the ICC. Fourthly, we will deal with the relationship between jus ad bellum, on the one hand, and issues of jus in bello and crimes against humanity and genocide, on the other. Finally, we will further contextualize the jurisdiction for the crime of aggression with the situation of the Court. My conclusion is that, for all of these reasons, it may well be advisable to wait until a broader consensus emerges on the contours of the crime and the conditions for the exercise of jurisdiction over it.
A The Definition of the Crime of Aggression in Article 8bis
Famously, the crime against peace in Nuremberg remained largely undefined. According to Article 6(a) of the Nuremberg Charter, crimes against peace encompassed 'planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression, or a war in violation of international treaties, agreements or assurances, or participation in a Common Plan or Conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the foregoing'.
8 Thus, with the notable exception of wars waged in violation of international agreements, the definition dealt with the modalities of the crime and the participation in it, but not with the crime itself. Accordingly, the Nuremberg judgment contains a lengthy discussion of whether aggression was punishable at all, but no definition of the crime, and neither the General Assembly nor the International Law Commission has filled that gap since.
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The first problem any definition of the crime of aggression faces is the relationship between criminal and 'ordinary' law. In other words, should every prohibited behaviour also constitute a crime punishable at an individual level? Or do we need to distinguish between international unlawfulness and individual criminal responsibility? In its Article 5(2), the GA Definition of Aggression determines that a 'war of aggression is a crime against international peace' and seems thus to distinguish between 'acts of aggression' and the 'crime of aggression'. 10 The Working Group has now adopted the view that this distinction limits the cases in which acts of aggressions are punishable. According to the definition contained in Article 8bis(1) of its proposal, '"crime of aggression" means the planning, preparation, initiation or execution, by a person in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct the political or military action of a State, of an act of aggression which, by its character, gravity and scale, constitutes a manifest violation of the Charter of the United Nations'. Paragraph (2) reproduces more or less verbatim the 1974 General Assembly Definition of Aggression, combining the general definition of (acts of) aggression in Article 2 of the GA definition and a list of examples contained in Article 3. However, the proposal omits the opt-in and opt-out clauses of Articles 2 and 4 of the GA definition allowing the Security Council to exclude and include acts not falling under the general definition. Due to disagreements in the Working Group, 11 it remains open whether the list is meant to be exhaustive, however.
First, and widely uncontroversially, this definition confirms that the crime of aggression is a leadership crime, thus not applying to ordinary soldiers. Secondly, and for our purposes more importantly, the definition also endorses the view according to which only certain acts of aggression also give rise to the crime of aggression, namely to the extent that the act 'by its character, gravity and scale, constitutes a manifest violation of the Charter of the United Nations'.
The meaning of 'manifest' remains unclear, however. The term was chosen after several alternatives, such as 'serious' or 'flagrant', were discarded, but seems to have little meaning of its own.
12 According to Article 46(2) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, a violation of domestic law can be invoked as manifest 'if it would be objectively evident to any State conducting itself in the matter in accordance with normal practice and in good faith '. 13 This corresponds to the lexical meaning of 'manifest' as, in the words of the Oxford English Dictionary, 'clearly revealed to the eye, mind, or judgement; open to view or comprehension; obvious', 14 but amounts to an extremely restrictive standard. What, after all, is obvious for one is completely obscure to the other, in particular in international law. According to at least one member of this year's ASIL panel, 'manifest' relates to the evidence of a violation. But that would amount to a confusion between evidence and substance of a crime.
The explanatory and more colourful terms 'character, gravity and scale' rather suggest that certain acts of aggression are greater than others and therefore subject to prosecution. The drafting history would point to the inclusion of a threshold for prosecution 'to exclude some borderline cases'. 15 Nevertheless, it remains unclear what precisely renders an act of aggression a crime. 'Gravity' and 'scale' may point to the extent of an armed attack, and thus exclude mere border incursions of the type frequent in anti-terrorist warfare beyond borders. 16 'Character', of course, is so indeterminate that it is almost meaningless. It is entirely in the eye of the beholder -or, rather, the Court -to determine which use of armed force is of a 'character' that warrants treatment as an individual crime.
Apparently, when drafting the amendment, the members of the Working Group intended to render the application of the crime of aggression more precise and to distinguish a crime from an ordinary violation of the prohibition on the use of force. Looking at the wording alone, it is difficult to call the result a success -not to speak of the problematic 'character' of the list of examples as contained in Article 3 of the Definition of Aggression which seems, if looked at from a 'criminal law angle', to confuse modes of participation, as in letters (f) and (g)), with direct perpetration (letters (a) to (e)), but was never meant to be applied as a criminal statute. 
B The Definition and Controversial Uses of Force
That leads us to the context of the past 10 years since the drafting of the Rome Statute. After Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq, and recently Georgia, the task of drafting a definition of aggression has become more and more problematic. Criminal law starts from the premise that it penalizes only acts which are outlawed according to a broad consensus in society, both as to their illegal nature and to individual criminal accountability. However, if anything, the prohibition on the use of force has become less consensual in the past 10 years.
One of the main problems regarding the prohibition on the use of force is the question of humanitarian intervention. Obviously, this is not the place to discuss the issue in depth. While it appears that states using force continue to appeal to a more or less circumscribed right to humanitarian intervention, as in the cases of Kosovo 17 and South Ossetia, 18 recent attempts to 'legalize' humanitarian intervention seem to have failed: while attempting a codification of sorts of the concept of the 'responsibility to protect', the UN Summit of 2005 clearly reserved the reaction to the non-observance of the responsibility of states to protect their populations from war crimes, crimes against humanity, ethnic cleansing, and genocide, to the United Nations, in particular the Security Council. 19 Nevertheless, some writers have proposed the creation of an explicit or implicit exception for unilateral uses of force. 20 The 'manifestness' of the use of force, however, seems not affected by the humanitarian motive -if one does not interpret benevolent intent as indicating the noncriminal 'character' of the use of force. But do the drafters really wish to allow any well-intentioned use of force? In the view of Claus Kress, who was a member of the Working Group, only a 'war of conquest and a hegemonial war' constitute historical precedents for a war of aggression, 21 German proposal to limit criminality to military occupation or annexation. 22 But does conquest exclude humanitarian motives? How does a court of law weigh political motives anyway? How can one prevent abuse?
As to the controversial cases of the past 10 years, was the 'NATO war' against Yugoslavia justified to protect the Kosovars, but not Russia's move to protect the South Ossetians from Georgia (provided this was indeed its purpose)? Was the attack on Iraq in 2003 justified or de-criminalized by humanitarian side effects? Or by the mere purpose of removing WMDs? Kress is indeed on record as suggesting that the coalition war against Saddam Hussein does not constitute a 'manifest' violation. 23 The elements of 'scale' and 'gravity' should in both cases be met, however. Others may maintain that Iraq was manifest because the initial use of force was evident and humanitarian motives were imputed after the fact. Kress might respond that at least one of the current judges of the ICJ, Christopher Greenwood, opined at the timeand holds even today -that the war was legal by reason of SC Resolution 678.
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But cannot any lawyer of some quality find reasons why almost anything is legal or illegal under prevailing circumstances? Think of George W. Bush's lawyers and torture. 25 Or Serbia's lawyers and genocide. 26 The draft Elements of Crime would also suggest something else, emphasizing the objective character of the determination of a 'manifest' violation and the irrelevance of the legal evaluation by the perpetrator. 27 Nevertheless, the disagreement shows the indeterminacy of the definition.
As to the use of force against transnational terrorist groups, Afghanistan is a case in point. While there seems now to be an -albeit precarious -agreement that the initial use of force against the Taliban regime was justified by the inclusion of the right to selfdefence in the preambular paragraphs of the relevant SC Resolutions 28 -this discussion has solved hardly anything with regard to the general rule. In addition, by using Kress, supra note 21, at 331 (in German) (since a respectable view exists which holds that the war was legal, the Iraq war does not constitute a war of aggression). the definitions contained in the 1974 GA definition of aggression, the Working Group has failed to endorse an extension of the notion of aggression to the voluntary support for terrorist groups in launching attacks against other states (Article 3(g)), contrary to such support for states (Article 3(f)). 29 Thus, Resolution 3314 appears singularly unhelpful in solving these difficult issues.
In conclusion, it will be almost impossible for the Court to apply the Working Group definition to the 'hard cases' of international life. Certainly, the definition would allow the Court not to prosecute any of these cases, thus limiting 'manifest' violations to the most egregious cases, such as Saddam Hussein's attack against Kuwait in 1990. But this would almost certainly leave the definition a dead letter. What happens to the remaining 'ordinary' violations of the prohibition on the use of force? Are they less meaningful because they are not criminalized? The true impact of the definition as adopted by the Working Group may well lie in the derogation from the existing comprehensive prohibition on the use of force rather than in its clarification.
Of course, not all violations of international humanitarian law are crimes, and international humanitarian law is nonetheless binding. But when one sees how some state representatives handled the Nuclear Weapons judgment of the ICJ 30 or the ICTY Prosecutor report on the Kosovo war 31 as justification for what states were doing anyway, the confidence that non-criminal violations of the jus ad bellum would still maintain the opprobrium of illegality after they were sorted out from criminalization is very modest. Those who support the lawfulness of humanitarian intervention may approve that result. 32 But they should beware that, in the absence of prosecution by the Court, states can easily view such abstention as an unjustified bill of clean health. Thus, in the end, criminalization may lead to the unintended consequence of rendering the use of force easier rather than sanctioning it more effectively.
C The Crime of Aggression and the Security Council
This gets us to the next point, namely the involvement of the Security Council. While the Court's designation of an act of aggression is, according to Article 15bis(5) of the draft, independent of outside organs, the Prosecutor must ascertain whether the Security Council has made a determination to the effect that the state concerned has committed an aggression in order to proceed with an investigation pursuant to paragraph (2). There is, however, no agreement between the permanent members of the Council and other states on whether organs other than the Security Council could, under the Charter, substitute for a lack of SC determination. The Working Group leaves the question open, adding four options: either the lack of SC designation renders prosecution impossible, or the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber can act on its own, or the GA or the ICJ, or both, may substitute for an SC determination.
The first option which requires a previous SC designation of state action as aggression may allow for an -easy -consensus, but may have disastrous consequences: since such designation is unlikely to be forthcoming -the SC has hardly used its power under Chapter VII to do so yet, even without criminal repercussions 33 -the crime of aggression would more often than not remain a dead letter. This would entail a (further) devaluation of the prohibition on the use of force, and thus be detrimental to the cause of fighting aggression. Worse: the Security Council may become even more reluctant to designate aggressions as such under Chapter VII. ICC jurisdiction could thus hamper the Security Council in the exercise of its primary responsibility to maintain international peace and security.
In addition, do we really want to make prosecution of one of the gravest crimes dependent on a political body in which the great powers have veto power to shield themselves and their allies entirely from prosecution? 34 As the brief history of the ICC has shown, the Security Council will not refrain from using its prerogatives under Chapter VII and Article 103 of the Charter to claim precedence over the ICC, as has already happened when it shielded UN forces from the jurisdiction of the Court. 35 Thus, while it makes a huge difference whether one applies a 'green light' or a 'red light' procedure with regard to SC involvement -in other words, whether the SC has to approve any investigation, under the threat of the veto, or whether the SC needs actively to oppose an existing investigation under Article 16 of the Statute and Chapter VII of the Charter -to prevent the SC from further meddling in the affairs of the Court and endangering its independence may well prove impossible. In other words, the politicization of the Court may get even worse.
If a determination by another organ could be substituted for that of the SC, it remains doubtful whether the General Assembly, and even less so the International Court of Justice, would like to play the role of an auxiliary or subsidiary body of the ICC Prosecutor for the determination of a situation of aggression. As the Lockerbie case has shown, the ICJ is extremely reluctant to overrule the Council. 36 However, creating 33 The only cases in which the Security Council has condemned 'acts of aggression' were not adopted under Chapter VII: see Res. 455 (1979) , at para. 1, Res. 573 (1985) , at para. 1, and Res. 577 (1985) , at para. 2.
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with regard to a case of arguable aggression a constitutional crisis at the UN between Council, Assembly, and Court would further weaken the maintenance of peace and security by the United Nations. Many international criminal lawyers may agree that the best solution would consist in the complete freedom of the Court to prosecute aggression. But this option may endanger the vital support of the P5 for ICC investigations in the first place, and further alienate the United States, in particular. 37 Before paying this heavy prize, one should ask oneself whether a mere theoretical possibility of ICC prosecutions is worth it.
D Jus ad bellum and jus in bello before one Court
The next point is institutional, too, and goes against the apparent consensus in Rome on having a single court for violations of both jus ad bellum (aggression) and jus in bello (war crimes, but also crimes against humanity and genocide applying regardless of responsibility for the armed conflict itself). 38 The very point of the separation of the two is that all fighting sides must, under any circumstance, independently of jus ad bellum, implement the jus in bello. Each violation will be prosecuted, if it amounts to a crime. It is no accident that the intellectual 'father' of the crime of aggression and the Nuremberg trials, William Chandler, wanted to do away with this distinction altogether, 39 thus demonstrating that the crime of aggression is not easy to combine with the prosecution of violations of jus in bello.
If the leadership of one party has already been singled out by the Court as the culprit in an armed conflict, what incentive does it have for upholding the jus in bello? Any deterrent effect for the conduct of hostilities through international criminal law, if any, may be lost. But the experience of the Nuremberg Trials was precisely that, while aggression is certainly a dangerous crime almost necessarily engendering many others, violations of the jus in bello, and genocide, and crimes against humanity may be even worse, because they negate the civilized behaviour which is due at any time to any human being, irrespective of war and peace. We should think twice before we reduce the pressure on all parties to the conflict to follow the jus in bello.
Towards A Future for the Crime of Aggression?
Thus, either the resulting definition will be narrowly tailored to the most extreme and, as a whole, consensual cases of armed aggression for territorial gain, and will include stringent requirements of political consensus regarding the characterization of the situation in question in the Security Council and beyond. Or it will be broad enough to cover the whole spectrum of aggression in contemporary international relations.
In the first case, the crime will rarely, if ever, be prosecuted, thus giving states an undeserved clean bill of health. In that alternative, a comprehensive prohibition on the use of force may well go down the drain. In the second -much less likelyscenario, the International Criminal Court, equipped with broad powers to prosecute aggression, will be at the centre of political controversy, jeopardizing its position of neutrality between the parties to a conflict and endangering the consensus on the prohibition of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide in all cases and on all sides. In both cases, claims of hypocrisy will abound. Worse, the twin considerations of peace and justice may not come out unharmed. The world may thus become a worse rather than a better place. Tampering with the very core of the international legal order without the benefit of a comprehensive cost/benefit analysis borders on the reckless. More research is needed before we can confidently go down that road. 40 Good intentions alone are not enough.
Of course, such dire predictions do not need to be realized. One may well hope that the threat of criminal sanctions may deter one or the other leader before launching an attack. But in the current climate, in which the main 'customer' of the Court, Africa, appears less and less inclined to follow the Court, 41 and in a period when the Court is grappling with problems partly of its own making, partly being the inevitable result of its remoteness from the scenes of the crimes under its jurisdiction, it needs to keep the ranks closed, so to speak, and not to divide its supporters even further. Taking up aggression may be a step too far at this point. The questions of the procedure applicable to the definition of aggression -whether under Article 121(4) or (5) -and the necessity of the perpetrator's consent to the exercise of jurisdiction are also not yet consensually resolved. 42 The inclusion of the crime of aggression in the jurisdiction of the Court at this time costs too much, dividing the supporters of the Court, de-emphasizing the prohibitions of the current law, mingling jus ad bellum and jus in bello issues, and gives too little, a merely theoretical possibility of an activist Security Council combined with a Court being able to act swiftly to deter acts of aggression. As long as the disagreement within the international community on jus ad bellum issues persists, the time may not yet be ripe for giving the International Criminal Court jurisdiction over the crime of aggression. 
